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91103 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20 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ABSTRACT Spectral features corresponding to methane and water opacity were reported based on spectroscopic observations of HD 189733b with Hubble/NICMOS. Recently, these data, and other NICMOS exoplanet spectroscopy measurements, have been reexamined in Gibson et al. 2010, who claim that the features in the transmission spectra are due to uncorrected systematic errors and not molecular opacities. We examine the methods used by the Gibson team and show that, contrary to their claim, their results for the transmission spectrum of HD 189733b are in fact in agreement with the original results.  In the case of HD 189733b, the most significant problem with the Gibson approach is a poorly determined instrument model, which causes (1) an increase in the formal uncertainty and (2) instability in the minimization process; although Gibson et al. do recover the correct spectrum, they cannot identify it due to the problems caused by a poorly determined instrument model. In the case of XO‐1b, the Gibson method is fundamentally flawed because they omit the most important parameters from the instrument model.  For HD 189733b, the Gibson team did not omit these parameters, which explains why they are able to reproduce previous results in this case, although with poor SNR.  Keywords: techniques: spectroscopic; methods: data analysis; planets and satellites: atmospheres; planets and satellites: composition 1 INTRODUCTION Measurements with the NICMOS instrument on the Hubble space telescope demonstrated that molecular spectroscopy of exoplanet atmospheres was possible and provided the first detection of methane in a planet orbiting another star (Swain, Tinetti & Vasisht 2008).   From this initial result, molecular spectroscopy of exoplanet atmospheres has grown rapidly using Spitzer (Grillmair et al. 2008), Hubble (Swain et al. 2009a; Swain et al. 2009b), and ground‐based measurements (Swain et al. 2010; Snellen et al. 2010; Thatte et al. 2010).  The alkali element sodium has also been detected in exoplanet atmospheres using Hubble, (Charbonneau et al. 2002) and ground‐based measurements confirmed this 
detection (Redfield et al. 2008; Snellen et al. 2008).  Spectroscopic measurements reporting an absence of atomic or molecular features have also been reported (Pont et al. 2008; Pont et al. 2009), with useful constraints being placed by the measurements.  At the present time, numerous teams have exoplanet spectroscopy programs in place, and at least one purpose‐built instrument is being constructed.  In short, the era of exoplanet characterization via spectroscopy is at hand.  Although the exoplanet spectroscopy field is broadening rapidly, the role of measurements with Hubble/NICMOS is currently unique.  Operating in the near‐IR, HST/NICMOS has produced published observations on four exoplanet systems and molecules were detected in three; transmission and emission spectra were obtained, and the measurement show that water, methane, and carbon dioxide are routinely present in hot‐Jupiter atmospheres.  Simply put, HST/NICMOS has made an enormous contribution to the area of exoplanet spectroscopy; the fact that the NICMOS instrument is currently not available, with no specific plans to return it to operation, is certainly a setback for the exoplanet community.  Given the large and unique impact of the NICMOS instrument, independent confirmation of results is a high priority. In the recent paper by Gibson, Pont & Aigrain (2010; hereafter GPA10), the authors reanalyzed transmission spectroscopic measurements and advance the hypothesis that residual systematic errors, not molecular opacities, are responsible for the spectral modulation in all of the published NICMOS exoplanet spectra.  They investigate this hypothesis with a reanalysis of NICMOS transmission spectra for HD 189733b (Swain, Vasisht & Tinetti 2008; hereafter SVT08), GJ 436b (Pont et al. 2009), and XO‐1b (Tinetti et al. 2010).  Based on this reanalysis, GPA10 claim that (1) the previously published results significantly underestimate the measurement uncertainty and that (2) different decorrelation methods produce a different result. By deduction, they then conclude that the previously reported spectral modulation is explainable by residual systematic errors.  As our team has previously published the transmission spectra of HD 189733b and XO‐1b, we examined the GPA10 results for these two data sets in detail and explored the significant differences in their analysis that lead to their controversial conclusion.  2 OBSERVATIONS & METHODS NICMOS observations of HD 189733b and XO‐1b have been previously described in SVT08, Tinetti et al. 2010 and GPA10. For completeness, we summarize the NICMOS observations and calibration methods here.  The observational scheme for NICMOS exoplanet spectroscopy consists of a series of spectrophotometric observations, F(t), centered on the exoplanet eclipse. For a transmission spectrum, a transit of the planet is observed, and by measuring the difference between in and out‐of‐eclipse (through modeling with a theoretical light‐curve), the exoplanet spectrum is measured. For HD 189733b, two Hubble orbits prior to the transit and two orbits after the transit are observed to establish the out‐
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Figure 4: The determination of rotation angle of the spectrum on the detector is compared 
between GPA10 (top panel) and SVT08 (middle and bottom panel). The top panel is a 
reproduction of Figure 6 in GPA10, while in the middle panel, the SVT08 values are shown 
using exactly the same scale for easy comparison. The angle determination in GPA10 displays 
about 5 times bigger scatter than in SVT08. In the bottom panel, we zoom in to part of the 
angle state vector determination such that the error bars become visible. The SVT08 1­σ  error 
bar is ~  deg, while the scatter in the angle determination of GPA10 spans about twice 
the full range of the bottom panel.   
